Tools For Empaths
What Is An Empath?
An empath is someone who is affected by other people’s energy – and
feels it in several ways. Being an empath has nothing to do with your
‘beliefs’ and everything to do with your energy field and the energy you
are living and surrounded by on a daily basis. At some level every living
being is an empath because we are all affected by our surroundings. This
includes animals, plants, children and of course grown ups!
Empathy is described as feeling what other people feel – this of course can
be concern on their behalf, or feeling someone elses joy or stress ‘as if you
were them’ – being an empath is being affected by what your feeling ‘as
you engage and interact with them’
We are all affected by the energy around us on many different levels, for
example the clothes we wear, what we do for a living, the food we eat the
friends we have the way our family feels to us are all examples of the
influences we are regularly exposed too. Being an empath is just a more
pronounced awareness of this
There are many different types of empath and there are many ways energy
is affecting you ‘right now’ as you read this – here are some of the
common ways that you may feel your empathic nature
You see someone having a really hard time in their life and you feel deeply
moved to help them in some way, often feeling a deep sense of pity or
understanding what they are ‘going through’ – your empathic gifts are fully
kicking in when you feel a surge of concern and you really want to help.

You go shopping and as you are walking around you feel stressed,
overwhelmed and are perhaps very aware of the people around you –
perhaps you are having to dodge many people, perhaps as you walk round
the shop you find your mood dipping and you feel an urgency to ‘get out
into fresh air’
You are at a public gathering and you are listening to a speech being
given, and although you had no strong views on the topic being spoken
about, as the energy from the crowd gathers you find your heart beating
faster and you feel strong emotion connected to what is being said – this
is not just your emotion but ‘collective’ from the crowd around you
You are at a family gathering and you are having a lovely time then
another family member comes in and without saying much you feel the
energy in the room change, you feel uneasy and you feel as though you
want to move around or even leave the room, when you do leave you feel
tired and perhaps light headed or perhaps even a little dazed – this is
often because their energy field is much different to yours and you have at
some level been affected by it
The Different types Of Empath
Essentially we are all different and unique in our own ways, and we will
experience the outside world as a reflection of how we feel about and
within ourselves at any given time – however there are particular
experiences that you may have more commonly than others and we will
describe these as different types of Empath
The Emotional Empath
Is affected by the Emotional and Mental energy around them. You will feel
the ‘freqency’ of peoples thoughts even if they are unspoken out loud, and
you will also feel their emotion connected to that thought, couple this with
Your reaction to the emotion it doubles the impact for you. For example
you may be in the company of someone who gets very stressed and upset
easily yet you are naturally a more philosophical person when in your own
company, but their ‘energy field’ is triggering your energy field and makes
you feel on edge and agitated even though mentally you know there is no
need to feel this way – being in the company of those who are very
different in outlook to yours can affect you in negative ways

The Place Empath
Is affected by the unseen and often unfelt energy of a physical place. It is
common for us to gauge whether we are comfortable in a physical place or
not, and without realising we will naturally avoid places that do not feel
supportive for us. The place empath may not know ‘why’ they feel
uncomfortable in a physical place because it may seem on the surface to
be very full of love and respect and yet, there is something that ‘doesn’t
feel good’ to them, and the impulse is to get out into fresh air. Place
empaths will often feel residues of energy that have nothing to do with the
building itself. For example they could be in a modern home that has no
history as such attached to it, and yet the place empath may feel highly
aware that there is very ‘old energy’ perhaps of sadness or loss and it may
have no basis in logic – often it may be the building is on a leyline or there
is high levels of astral activity that the empath is picking up on rather than
there being actual ‘haunted house ‘ energy from the past
Enviromental Empath
Is affected by the plight of the environment and the earth. This can include
having highly developed awareness of how animals are affected, or feeling
a deep sense of responsibility to do with the eco system or perhaps feeling
strongly about humanitarian or ecological topics that are occurring around
us right now
Historical Empath
Is affected by the energy of previous time lines. They may feel strongly the
emotional events of a place or time that has passed such as a battle where
lives were lost or a period in history that was particularly emotive such as
the holocaust or a war. The Historical empath may have past lives that
were lived in that timeline or may have past lives that were similar in
nature to the period in history they are affected by. Historical Empaths can
often also be affected by the traumas or upsets within their family line or
own earlier life. It is an older than now energy that they feel most
Astral Empath
An astral empath is affected by the unseen energies surrounding them on
a daily basis. Whatever these energies are they can feel confusing and
concerning when there is a lack of skill in clearing, coping, or being
affected by what is felt but often not understood. The astral realms are
connected to the thoughts and feelings of all other humans on earth and

also the activity of beings that are not alive any more or who are not
human souls. The astral realm is located within our aura in the first layer
closest to our body, our astral body has a complete replica of every organ
and muscle etherically. Whatever is held within the astral layer will
manifest in some way into our world whether through our physical health
or the events we see unfold in our lives. Astral energy by it’s very nature
is very neutral and even negative or at best chaotic due to the mixed
influences there. An astral empath may have no interest in ‘things that go
bump in the night’ they may be an atheist who firmly beliefs that death is
the end, and yet….they may feel the presence of beings they cannot see
and cannot name but they can feel them. Astral empaths often become
highly agitated because their energy fields become overwhelmed by
thoughts and emotions that are unhelpful to them, it can cause them to
feel on edge, mistrustful and even paranoid and yet they are actually very
switched on because they can feel what others may not. Astral empaths
benefit highly from having the skills to understand when it’s not their
energy that is making them feel this way so they can recover their true self.

Empathic Energy & How It Affects Your Real
Life
Energy affects us every day in so many ways, and the real answer to this is
‘how do you feel within your self within your life right now ?’ – however
that is is how the energy is affecting you.
As an example let us a take a busy person who feels as though they have
many roles to fulfil, and as they start out their day they feel capable and

confident about the tasks in the day ahead, fast forward to early afternoon
and the capable confident individual is feeling flustered and frustrated, he
or she carries on pushing forward looking forward to the evening time.
The day complete and sleep comes and processing occurs of what has
been achieved that day, the next morning the individual feels tired, and a
little jaded when thinking about what needs to be tackled this new day,
and as the week goes by the sense of being caught in a loop increases and
the feeling of having to hurry having to keep up with some unknown force
increases until a few weeks later burn out ensues
Most of us only sense when empathic energy has gotten out of hand when
the momentum peaks here are a few examples of how that may show up
1. You may feel as if you have no energy to create anything new and
you may feel a headfog when you think about the week ahead – this
is very common when you have other peoples energy in your first 4
auric layers
2. You may keep banging or hitting yourself and dropping things, and
you may feel clumsy and slow moving about
3. You may feel as though other peoples expectations are weighing
heavily on you and you cannot seem to ‘make any progress’ where
you ‘should be able too’
4. You may feel upset and emotional where you would not think you
had reason too, you may feel as though things keep going wrong no
matter how careful you are
5. You may feel as though your family don’t appreciate you and you
may feel isolated within the unit even though you know in real terms
nothing has changed
6. You may feel as though the surroundings you are in are ‘too loud’ or
‘too busy’ and you feel as though the walls are closing in
7. You may feel guilty doing anything for yourself and you may feel as
though you have to think of everyone else first
These are all examples of when other peoples energy is circulating around
our aura merging with ours and making us feel ‘the way they feel plus the
way that makes us feel’ and it just increases if it isn’t cleared
One Step Further – Infringement Of Your Life
You are much more sensitive than you realise and this can be seen in the
wider world now when you look at the amount of people that are

discovering they are Gluten intolerant or have Dairy allergy this is just
another example of our sensitivies increasing
Our sensitivities increase as our awareness does and it is a very common
‘side effect’ of your light getting brighter. What this can also mean is that
what didn’t affect you before in so many ways does now
I do not like to use the terms ‘psychic attack’ and yet the effect of the
wrong resonance of energy within our bodies and energy field can have an
affect that feels in our daily life as if we are ‘being attacked’ and so for the
purposes of this book I am going to describe what they may feel like and
look like to you
Often the individuals concerned have no awareness that the chaos that is
occurring has anything to do with their energy field and so continue to try
to navigate the disruptive events however left unchecked the instances of
chaos can become larger and more prolonged – we share this not to worry
or concern you but to assist you in being able to gauge if there is
something more at play than just ‘sods law’ – of course we advocate being
logical and practical in your approach first and then if things continue to
unravel the tools in this book should help
1. Are you finding electrical items are breaking down or going wrong ?
This can include ‘accidents’ or other people somehow causing
damage to your appliances but it occurs as a spate – this is often
caused by static energy in our aura, either high levels of stress and
frustration literally ‘firing off’ signals into the unseen around us that
are replicated – or from attachments that are messing with us and
feed on our stress
2. Are you feeling more highly emotional than normal? Perhaps you are
having bad dreams that upset you upon awakening ? Perhaps you
are feeling watched as you go about your day and you have an
increasing sense of unease but you cannot put your finger on why –
this can be when we have astral plane entities in our home or aura
they literally like to mess with our emotions, our sense of security
and love to cause us to feel scared, the emanations of fear and
stress are what give these beings power – they normally have only
10% consciousness so need all the help they can get
3. Are you seeing freak accidents happen to loved ones, are your pets
getting ill, are your children becoming withdrawn more than normal
or are they hurting themselves in some way ? Do you feel as if the
occurrences within your immediate family unit are all following the
same sort of ‘bad luck’ pattern and no sooner have you dealt with

one crisis another drama emerges ? This is often when we are
bordering on psychic attack and it can become dangerous if left
unchecked
4. Are you feeling life is hopeless and pointless ? Do you feel
completely despondent about things getting better ? Perhaps you
are having dark thoughts or feeling as if something bad is going to
happen ? Perhaps you feel you can no longer carry on and you are
considering unwise courses of action ?
First of all with this please DO seek medical help fast, there is NO
alternative to proper healthcare for your mental and emotional and
physical wellbeing. Even if the individual in question is subject to dark
energy or psychic attack it must still be dealt with in the real world first
From my experience the traditional approach to mental wellbeing has
evolved and now many health professionals advocate a much more
rounded approach to treatment – no matter what the etheric influences are
your physical and emotional wellbeing Must be your priority
Two Schools Of Spiritual Thought – Which feels right to you ?
From my own experience of having suffered from anxiety I know myself
that sometimes there is no alternative but to take doctors advice and only
when you are feeling more stabil and secure should any kind of Astral
Assistance but utilised
I have suffered from ‘living between the worlds’ since I was a young girl
and my children & husband are similar to this too, I live in a house with
natural born mediums and yet we are not above needing help. When one
such instance occurred and was highly traumatic for all concerned I was
advised by a world reknowned mystic to not take medication because it
would ‘damage my gift’ – luckily I knew to ignore this and I freely admit I
take antidepressants to this day, they make me ‘more of who I really am’
and I experience stronger Clairvoyance than I would without
In an ideal world we would not need any kind of outside assistance but as
recent events has shown our world is changing fast, and our strength is
being tested as never before and it’s ok to need help
I personally find it unethical to advise anyone ‘not to take medication’ – I
feel that your spiritual abilities can only flourish if YOU are flourishing and
if you are floundering for any reason, that practicality must be addressed

first – so please if you need to see a Doctor, a Mental Health Professional
A Counsellor or have therapy of any kind – Do it your spiritual abilities will
only flourish if you are grounded in the real world and it is the real world
that affects you first
What Are My Gifts?
This is one of the most common questions I get asked and I will say they
are many and varied. Our gifts are part of who we are and enable us to
become all we came here to be – but that doesn’t mean when you are told
what they are they will magically get stronger. I do not talk about peoples
gifts I talk about peoples ‘tendencies’ right now, which if developed over a
steady and structured period of time can blossom beautifully.
Your Tendencies may be Psychic and Spiritual Or Mainly Psychic or Mainly
spiritual.
‘Psychic’ is the perceiving of energy as it is now or has been or soon will
be ie precognition, reading timelines, seeing the past or knowing what you
don’t logically know I include mediumship in this category
‘Spiritual’ is a higher level a wider experience of energy with a broader
perspective. So you may be someone who naturally seeks out wisdom to
grow as a person, and you are only interested in working with light beings
to help you facilitiate that. Mediums and Intuitives and healers who work
in this way will naturally develop psychic abilities as they grow in their
knowledge of themselves, bluntly the more you grow the more you know.
You can do a lot more than you ‘think’ you can do but you will feel no
need to ‘prove it’
Psychic is a natural ability that may or may not be coupled with spiritual
awareness, often healers covet psychic abilities because they do not fully
value their healing abilities and if only they knew by embracing their true
gifts the psychic muscle would get very strong. Many psychics are no
more enlightened than anyone else and their abilities are inherited or
present from birth without any development being required however these
wonderful talents are often not put to good use unless their own
awareness is increased first.
The only way to find out what your gifts are is to practice using them, and
they will only increase if you do not feel you need to prove them to
yourself before you admit you have them

The Clairs – Energy is Received
Clairvoyance – seeing either externally or internally images and energy.
Clairaudience – hearing internally or externally words sounds and
messages
Claircogzinance – knowing something you ‘could not logically know’ and
being able to trust it
Clairsentience – feeling the presence of beings sensing the messages
being given and trusting them
Clairalience – smelling messages or beings
Think of your clairs as how you get the energy rather than who it is from
their own higher sense of self. Spiritual mediums may trance do light
language or other forms of healing
Should I develop My Gifts As I’m An Empath ?
This book is about tools for empaths we would ask you are you ready right
now to develop? Sometimes people need to establish good ground rules
with energy management in their own life before it is time to get stronger
with your gifts.
If you are experiencing any of the overwhelming situations above that we
described – you certainly Are gifted, and My school of thought is that it is
better to use your gifts with intent than allow them to be used. Your
energy will tell you if development is right for you
Those who do not actively are often not sure what the benefit will be and
so do not put any structure in place. As a result their gifts do not become
properly utilised and the assistance they could be to others and
themselves is far less than if the commitment was there to invest in
yourself
When you are gifted you are best advised to acknowledge your sensitivity
and how it is affecting you aversely right now * if indeed it is, and only
when you feel you have a natural urge to know more put structure in
Putting structure in is not about reading cards or trying to talk to the
dead, it is not about ‘helping other people’ as a teacher when you are still
a student yourself, it is about developing the frequencies within your first 4

auric layers so that your vibration is not just high but strong and clearly
grounded
The purpose of this book is not to develop your gifts but to give you tools
that will help your life so that is where we move to now

Empath tools for life
Benefits of a clear aura
A clear bright strong aura allows for clarity and purpose in your day to day
life and overall awareness of your life path and purpose on earth. Your
aura compromises of 7 layers, each of these layers is connected to a realm
in Spirit these are
7 – Spirit layer connects you to heaven all the way to source
6-Spirit Guide realm connects you to your guides
5-connects you to your soul group and the Universal mind
4- Soul layer connects you to the soul contracts you have with soulmates
on earth
3-emotional layer connects you to the emotions of everyone around you
2-mental layer connects you to the thoughts of everyone around you
1- Astral layer connects you to the elemental kingdom and also the
realm of non human beings including earthbound spirits
The first four layers are the ones that affect your life the most – whatever is
in your first layer is what’s going to manifest immenintly. The Astral layer

has a complete replica of every organ and muscle within your body so the
energy from the emotions and thoughts you feel and think plus the
emotions and thoughts of those you surround yourself with manifest in
your astral body and then go on to manifest in your real life or in your
physical body
When your aura is muddied in any way your life path becomes harder than
it needs to be
There is a certain amount of energy that we will always pick up because we
are all connected to each other. However there are levels that are
damaging to us and we can prevent these from affecting us long term – we
are talking here about Soul Contracts that drain us, Connectors that affect
us and beings that are hiding in our energy field
When your aura is working for you you will have a sense of your life
evolving generally. When your aura is infilitrated in some way you will feel
as if you are stuck, trapped or unable to see clearly what you should do
next
Do not worry about what colour your aura is – we have many colours and
they mean many different things. We want you to take a moment to use
this tick list and ascertain what is affecting you the most – we will then
teach you how to tackle these instances in the easiest way possible
Empaths Trouble Shooting List
1. Do you feel pulled or torn or guilty in your life for wanting to put
your own needs first ?
2. When you are in the company of certain people do you suddenly feel
drained, nauseous or irritable and you do not know why ?
3. Do you find yourself wanting to ‘step back’ from someone when you
are sat or stood next to them ?
4. Does the company of certain people make you feel isolated or very
different ie do you feel like ‘the black sheep’ in any way ?
5. Are you feeling increasingly that you must ‘give more ?’
6. Are you feeling that ‘something is coming’ and not in a good way ?
7. Is someone else’s life challenges taking up most of your thoughts
and emotions?
8. Do you feel you are being hounded, judged or got at spoken about
or watched but you can’t say by whom or why?
9. Do you feel energy is being aimed ‘at you’ from a distance ?

10.

Do you feel you are being interfered with or blocked in some
way – this may be accompanied with feeling someone elses
resentment of you or jealousy about you ?
11.
Do you feel as though you have interference with getting your
own guidance ?
12.
Do you ‘not feel’ safe in any way ?
13.
Do you feel as if the energy in your home is darker than
normal?
14.
Do you feel your children or your spouse are more withdrawn,
moody or using unhealth behaviours more than normal?
15.
Do you feel as though you cannot communicate to the ones
you love any more and yet you do not know why ?
16.
Are you experiencing bouts of bad luck trips and falls, losing
money, electrical items breaking, loved ones getting hurt or sick and
generally things are spinning out of control?
17.
Do you feel unspoken pressure or judgement and you ‘know
who it’s coming from’
18.
Are you feeling hopeless, dark, hearing voices seeing shadows
and feeling watched?
If you are experiencing any of these things it is likely you have attachments
or other peoples stuff in your aura
Now we’ve done that lets move onto what you can and should do about it
Tools For Empaths
Dealing With Overwhelm & Stress
When you are feeling hurried, harassed or overwhelmed it is literally a sign
that your aura is chockoblock with energy yours, theirs, from the world and
it is just creating more anxiety – the thing you need to understand is that
you have 4 energy ‘bodies’ that can unhook and travel even when the
physical persona is coping with day to day life
The effect of these energy bodies ‘wandering off’ is that you will feel less
clear, more confused, and likely more tired than if they were all where they
were supposed to be
It’s very common for us to feel trapped by our routines, and we lose
interest in where we are, when this happens either our Astral self goes
wandering in the Astrals – the place where every Tom Dick and Harry are
also remonstrating and sulking, and we simply bring that rubbish back

with us – and it manifests at that level, or our Soul Self goes wandering in
the soul plane and brings back more conflict from our Soul Contracts –
either way we feel more burdened, isolated, worried and downright ‘off’
and this cycle continues in our waking world
Grounding your energy bodies is going to make you go slower, deal with
what’s in front of you right now, assess what your true priorities right now
are, and ask for help when and if you need it
Grounding Your Energy bodies is more than ‘walking barefoot’ – you may
get some funny looks doing that on the tube or train, grounding your
energy bodies is making sure all parts of you are here, now and present so
that nothing from the astrals can seep in underneath and cause more
chaos as these energies tend to do
You will feel immediately calmer, clearer, and more alert when you have
grounded your energy bodies
Grounding Your Energy Bodies
Simply imagine that you have four balloons floating ‘around you’ – you are
aiming to ‘lock each of these balloons’ to your physical body so that
stability, focus and calm are ensured
Simply breathe – slowly and as you breathe see the first of the large
balloons settling down over your physical body and with four breaths in
and out it ‘locks into place’
Do the same thing another 4 times
If you are finding that you cannot take the time to do this, you can imagine
a young tree coming through your chakra column and as you breathe
‘slowly and down’ the tree ‘earths into the ground and becomes strong
stabil and mature
Feeling Pulled Judged And Torn ?
Do you feel as though you are being pulled in many directions at once ?
Do you feel as though you are being judged by some around you and yet
you cannot voice this ? Do you feel as if you wish you could do something
else, but you do not have the energy or time ?

Often this is when you are being bombarded by other peoples wants and
needs. Sometimes people do not realise that we feel their ‘wants’ as much
as we do but other times it can be a conscious effect they want us to have
that we feel we ‘owe them’ more than we have given or we are not doing
for them what they expect we should
This if you saw it energetically would look like cords, ropes and possibly
hooks coming out of your aura. We all cord each other in times of
uncertainty so it does not make the person cording or hooking you ‘bad’
or unloving or less spiritual than you at any level
Children cord their parents when they are in nursery or want something for
their birthday
Animals Can cord when they suffer from separation anxiety or want more
food – a funny story I ran out of a webinar with 20 people in because my
white rabbit Charlie was calling out for food
Spouses can cord when they feel ignored or needy
Friends cord when they are over relying on us for advice or attention
At the other end of the scale are hooks, these are a little more venement
because there is an unconscious desire to control someone else – a hook
can feel foreign to you and your ‘sense’ may be that you are being ‘messed
with’ yet you know logically that doesn’t make sense
A hook transfers another persons opinon’s straight into you with a intent
to make you doubt yourself
Have you experienced a feeling of ‘being judged’ by someone perhaps an
inlaw or a friend?
Have you experienced feeling as though someone expects money from you
and you don’t want to give it ?
Have you experienced a feeling of guilt that you are happy but someone
you know is sad and you feel as though your expected to struggle as well
?
All of these are signs that you have been hooked
How To Clear Hooks and Cords
There is no need for complex visuals or statements

What you must remember with any Astral Assistance is that your free will
and your intention are a stronger match than any ‘occurrence’ that occurs,
you can always Simply Decide that you are not hooked or not corded any
more and the connectors will cease but along with this you must also
negate any nagging feelings of being responsible for someone else and
you must also resist the urge to keep ‘tuning in’ to someones life path and
‘having a look at how things are’ with them
When we ‘tune into’ another person whether we do it or we ask a reader
about it – they know automatically we are talking or watching them – as a
result an instant energy connection between you is made.
So that ‘ex’ or ‘that friend’ Will know at some level you are asking about
them – this automatically drops your energy to their level and a cord at
least is established
If they have an axe to grind with you they can create a hook and continue
to transfer more than you know into your aura this can include any
attachments that are affecting them
The most powerful way to de cord or de hook is to hold an intention that
you are quite within your rights to own all your own energy
At the same time you must resist the urge to be nosy, and tap into how
the other person sees things or what they think
You must also watch out for signs that they are trying to ‘get your
attention back’
Often people who appear vulnerable are not as vulnerable as they seem.
How many times have you known someone who was happy in their misery,
or who loved to complain about how hard their life was? Be aware that
these people are often fare more manipulative than they seem to be
For example lets say you have an older relative who suffers from a health
condition and they really adopt the ‘poor me’ approach, you try to get on
with your own life even though you are there for them as much as you can,
but whenever you do something for yourself such as go on holiday or go
out there is a crisis with that person and you either have to cancel your
plans, or at the very least you receive phone calls about them whilst you
are away – this is a sign that you are being corded and hooked at a
distance and their silent demand is ‘pay attention to me’

Let us use another example that you found the strength to break up with
someone and you struggled for a time but eventually you started to move
on, and then you start having vivid dreams about that person and you
begin to wonder how they are, next you wonder if you were meant to be
wth them and are they your one true soul mate, before you know it you
feel as though you need to make contact with them, but then you realise at
some point down the line they haven’t grown or changed and you are right
back where you started – this is one of the common things I see in people
that are in on and off again relationships and I can tell you the Man never
leaves his wife and never commits!
This is where ethically I must state there is no way to ‘make someone
grow’ so they will move on with their life. There is no way to ‘heal another
soul’ so that they’re addictions, their issues or their lack of commitment to
you will magically resolve
You can only be with someone you are meant to be with if it is in your
shared soul contract to be with them. If your soul contract has ended you
will find their behaviour increasingly tiring to be around and it will take
more from you to feel secure
If you are supposed to be with someone in any way it will not be hard to
do so – if you are constantly feeling anxious, on edge about what’s going
to happen, or as if you need to find ways to heal them your soul contract is
done and as painful as it is you will note they are not putting in any effort
to grow you are almost doing it ‘on their behalf’

Sods Law Stalking You?

Do you feel as though everything that can go wrong Is going wrong ?
Often this can be because you have attachments that are playing with your
auric settings.
An attachment can be a hook or cord, or it can be an actual energy that
has gotten inside your energy field and is causing more disruption than
you would otherwise have
These entities are known as Astral Plane beings and they vary in their
ability to cause harm
Remembering that you are always in charge – the only question you really
need to answer is ‘Do you feel your being messed with ?’ it does not really
matter ‘what they are’ or even ‘how it is now’ what matters is that you get
your energy back under your control
For this reason I don’t want you to concern yourself with what or how it is
but rather that you want things to be easier than they are or have been –
to this end you simply have to create a quiet time and space where you
will not be disturbed and you are going to review your energy and assess
if you need to be cleared
The definition of clearing is removing anything harmful
The definiation of healing is moving on
Very many healers talk about seeing white light the issue with this is it
doesn’t actually lift a being out of your aura that is particularly powerful it
just ‘masks it ‘for a while
Essentially we are either using our power or not and when we are not our
power is used
We are used to being told power is bad but in truth when we are not
empowered influences outside of us will take hold that is not to say these
influences are evil but there always Is an influence. Everything has to move
forth and whether we want it to or not unless we willingly move we will be
moved by the energy around us
Reviewing Your Aura
Answer yes or no to these questions if you can

1. Do you feel as though the pace of your life is manageable for you ?
If you feel as though the day to day pace of your life is too fast or
slow then it may be you are being bombarded by energies that are
not yours
If you do feel this then it is important to ground your energy bodies,
intend that all your energy is yours and yours alone, and you are
going to go at ‘your pace’ for a week at least no matter the
encouraging or prompting or nudging that you sense
Go Slower. Drive slower. Eat slower. Respond to others slower.
Breathe slowr. Within a week you will find that you feel calmer and
more in control
Be aware that in the first few days it may seem as though things are
forcing you to go faster, people in cars honking you or pushing you,
or people tutting that you aren’t going fast enough – your just being
shown that you were not walking to your own beat
2. Do you feel that your aura is cloudy, do you feel sluggish and heavy?
Do you feel as though you are unable to speed up because
everything is slowed down? Perhaps you feel held up by other
peoples needs or you feel they are dragging their feet around you ?
This is often because they are literally holding onto you energetically
and preventing you from moving away from them, this can also be when
an entity has turned your auric settings to ‘slow’ and you are not
moving at the pace that your higher self has set
Very simply the answer is to hold an intention that you will do what’s
right for you. You can help others as you please, but this is your life
and it’s up to you to find a pace that feels good for you
3. Do you sense that you have picked up entities? Perhaps you feel
more worried than normal? Or you have noticed your health is
affected or your mental wellbeing is affected and you sense it’s
because of the influence of someone around you. This person will
likely have no conscious intention to ‘affect’ you but nevertheless
that is what has occurred

What can happen is that when someone has entities in numerous
quanitites in their aura they become accident prone, and often disaster
follows them.
I remember an ex would literally have windows smash, phones break, cars
be written off all within weeks and days of each other. I know now he had
many entities with him and through no fault of his own his temper got
worse and eventually we split up
The person concerned likely just thinks ‘this is what lifes like’ so its hard to
point the finger to anyone else but it is important to limit your time with
anyone that you suspect has entities with them.
On a side point if you have someone in your life who affects you this way it
is because their energy is Very markedly different from yours and this
means sadly your soul contract is done, until you allow the natural
occurrence of them moving out of your life the entity attacks will increase
because when you are not allowing them to fulfil their path you cannot
fulfil yours
This can happen with our children, long term spouses, parents and even
our dearest friends
Depending on the severity of entity attachments you can help yourself
This following routine will work as long as there is no physical harm being
caused to you or your children – in the instances where there is physical or
emotional abuse or a feeling of being bullied aside from the practical steps
you must take to secure your safety there can be danger in trying to
remove darker energies this should not be attempted by yourself as it can
actively make them worse as you can open yourself up to more of their
kind
For this reason I ask you to look at this list and decide if your ‘entity
attachment’ is listed here
Entity Attachments That You Can Tackle
1. In situations where a loved ones behaviour is causing you to feel
anxious or upset – you can invite Archangel Michael to surround you,
and you can ask that he cloak you short term from that loved ones
energy no need to visualise but please say it out loud

2. In situations where you sense you have picked up astral plane
entities – this Is where you are affected emotionally or physically with
stressful situations but no actual harm is being caused – you can ask
Archangel Michael to ‘Remove all astral plane entities and all
earthbound spirits – I ask and demand they are taking into the light
and my energy is cleared and sealed’ after you have done this please
take a walk or move your body so the energy ‘moves’
3. If you sense you are carrying a being with you that likes to make you
question what you think or believe – if you are doubting your worth,
or beginning to feel that you can’t change your life – perhaps you
start to feel you are being laughed at or judged ? In Situations like
this you Must be prepared to be powerful in all areas of your life
where up until now you have perhaps not stood your ground – this
means limiting time spent with any person who is not fully respectful
of their own life and yours.
It also means holding a clear intention that you are Not responsible for
their ongoing wellbeing. You can and only should do ‘so much’
It means allowing and accepting perhaps things can’t be the way you
hoped they would be and make peace with that
It means understanding that you are not here to save rescue or do for
others what they will not or cannot do for themselves
It also means calling time on anything which has dragged on and has
caused you to feel ashamed, less than respected or fed up with life
The Entity Removal Decree
If you use this you must understand this cannot be done for anyone else
without their conscious permission. So if you are asked to clear
someones loved one or boyfriend this cannot be done and it would
actively allow those entites to become aware of you
It is common that people who seek healing on behalf of others are
actually somewhat infected by the entities causing their loved one harm
they have at some level opened themselves up to the other person
energy and the entities jump over because the other party has no desire
to be free of them or heal that is why this must only be done for
yourself or you can of course give this to the person to do for
themselves

1. Please say out loud ‘Archangel Michael be with me protect me
2. ‘Archangel Michael Strengthen and surround me’
3. ‘Archangel Michael clear all levels of me and return to me all that is
mine’
4. “Archangel Michael take from all levels of me any being, energy,
entity, portal, acess point or agreement attachment implant or
machine that has allowed my free will to be abused ‘
5. ‘I demand and invoke the power of my Higher Self to cleanse my
entirety on all planes in all realms in all times – I am powerful
empowered and secure and so it is’

Darker Influences
There are situations where you or your loved ones may be exposed or
affected by darker energies. We do not wish to disempower you in any
way however I have seen too many situations that could have been
avoided if people had had the knowledge of what ‘else’ was at hand
First of all don’t bypass the way this makes you feel. If this is Not true for
you and you do simply not believe in psychic attack then brilliant because
it is not in your reality. There is a school of thought that we can ‘simply
not experience something’ and if this works for you – fabulous ignore me
and move on!
Yet there are those of us that are much more aware when something a
little less light is going on and you aren’t sure what you can or should do
about it – so it seems only fair to cover these things here
I would like to tell you about a series of occurrences that happened to me
many years ago when I first started my psychic work

I had a feeling someone had sent ‘bad energy ‘ towards me as my car
broke, washing machine broke and I kept getting ill. Then I found myself
arguing with every member of my family which is most unlike me. I found
myself feeling paranoid isolated from those that love me * and put up with
me the most the feeling of being judged felt larger each passing day
I experienced trips and falls culimiminating in my lovely female dog pulling
me over face first into a puddle and I literally limped muddily home
It was only when I realised I was having really dark thoughts about self
harm which is Most unlike me that I realised something was impressing
itself upon me.
I had to have a full clearing done my someone outside of my own circle to
get this clear – it did cost money but it was well worth it
What I have seen in my practice is people that are very aware they have
something dark with them. Some of them have been touched sexually,
some of them have feelings of complete despair that cannot lift. And yet
many of these people stop short of actually getting help.
When they are faced with having to pay someone to assist them they fade
away and although I warn them that the beings that are with them do not
want them to get help an uneasy agreement is often forged whereby the
person will keep the being with them for the experience of being ‘gifted’ or
unique
Sometimes these darker beings encourage people to have an inflated ego
and they wind up telling people things they should not such as
relationship splits or ‘bad news’
Sometimes these beings encourage drug taking or behaviours that lower
the auric field so that more attacks can take place
Sometimes these beings induce episodes of hearing voices telling people
they are in danger or that they are god or they are ascended and in truth
they are just being misled
As with everything you know yourself best. It is not your fault in any way if
something darker occurs. I have myself been victim to beings that have
maqerdaded as of the light when in fact they were not and I shiver when I

consider what could have happened had I not realised they were false
angels and allowed their influence to continue in my life
Very often the light worker is so open that they do not realise they are
broadcasting not just to the light but to the dark as well. Before they
know it their desire to live in light becomes ungrounded and they start to
sound and look different to the normal version of themselves
Making sure you evaluate yourself without judgement but with observation
regularly is crucial. For example are you falling out with other light
workers a lot ?
Do you feel as though you are more spiritual than others?
Do you feel as though your not being recognised for what you do ?
Do you feel a little superior because you are a healer and feel perturbed
that others don’t listen to you ?
We are becoming more sensitive as the days roll by. Honour your
sensitivyt in all ways but at the same time stay connected to the real world
with at least one foot
If you are spending all your time conversing with any being other than
your physical humans the chances are you are at risk of being open to
attachments and at best they can be unhelpful at worst downright
dangerous
If you are experiencing anything within your life that is repetitive and
harmful and you sense there is more to it than plain old fashioned sods
law – SEEK HELP do not try and sort it out yourself
Saying prayers and visioning white light are not enough if you have a
Demonic energy source around you or if you are living with someone who
does – remember that it’s not about fault but it is about responsibility
If you don’t take control of your power – someone else or something else
often will
Signs that it is darker can be but are not limited too
Pets getting ill repeatedly
Children falling and hurting themselves in bizarre ways
Electrical Items going wrong
Car accidents

Tripping and falling
Addictions get worse
Arguments and disharmony
Health Flare ups
Freak accidents in the home
Loss or breakages that keep repeating
Hearing voices judging you
Seeing shadows
Cats or dogs hissing or barking at ‘thin air’
Feelings of worthlessness or extreme anger increasing
Please if any of these happen seek help straight away along with doctor
mental health professional or proper care provider get someone to assist
you and your loved ones asap

Ease & Abundance For Empaths
The teachings of the Law Of Attraction are widely over simplified. How
many times have you tired yourself out ‘convincing yourself of your
abundance’ and yet it doesn’t manifest ?
The Law Of Attraction works at a multi dimensional level – it is the energy
that you are not just the energy you think and feel that will continue to
manifest

Going back to the 1st 4 auric layers, it’s not just the way you think and feel
or are able to convince yourself you think and feel, it is the effect of the
thoughts and feelings of those around you On You that will manifest – that
is why you need to embrace that we are giving off signals all day everyday
and it is the overall average frequency we give off at any one time that
reflects back at us
You can be the most positive person in the world who tries to view
everything through the lens of light, and yet life just keeps chucking
obstacles at you.
What did you do wrong ? Did you attract them ? Why do bad things
happen to the innocent and pure ?
I don’t pretend to know the answer to this but I firmly believe that we
don’t attract everything that happens to us not in this time line anyway.
For me hearing that holocaust victims in some way attracted that
experience is abhorrent and I cannot put child abuse down to an
experience that a soul ever chose ‘at a higher level to have’
As an empath I ask you to be aware of how you really feel. My guides tell
me how we are ‘right now’ is what will be. How do you feel generally this
month ? What kind of week are you having ?
If you are feeling pretty okay about things some things are moving forward
faster than others and some things are not then your point of attraction is
how it should be
The idea that we can ‘get what we want’ by feverishly visioning the ideal
circumstances simply gives me * and probably you a headache
I am told to point out that we are here for the experience and we have to
have the good and the bad and yes the ugly too
If you are willing – simply willing to experience your life then your
abundance must increase – but this means you do not try and avoid the
bad bits
All too often empaths feel under pressure to feel happy or positive all the
time. It doesn’t matter how much you affirm anything if you Need to affirm
it all the time that is telling you something about what signals you are
giving off

Going forward at times will be hard. Loss will and must occur. And
nothing can ever stay the same for long. We can never know for sure what
will be and we can never control other peoples paths. Our willingness to
experience everything that surrounds us now allows us to move
Please don’t avoid the pain. Pain passes suffering continues and expands
until we tackle or face what we must face – remember we came here to
grow not just to live and avoiding pain simply invites it faster
The fastest way to increase your abundance and opportunities in your life
is this
1. Live in the present moment right here right now without trying to
convince yourself it’s better than it is
2. Allow yourself to fully feel whatever your ‘trying not to feel’ fully for
20 mins
3. Move your physical body more – it moves energy and this energy
moves your timeline
4. Accept what will be will be no matter how much effort you put into
trying to make something other manifest you will only ever manifest
what you wanted to prior to birth
5. If you do find you are in the middle of a heartbreaking crisis or
someone you love is going through something hard – know you will
always move forth, you will always be ok, even if we ‘die’ our
experience is Not one of dying, we simply move outside of our
bodies and can then if we choose move over to the light – we are in
so many ways ‘more dead’ when we’re alive because we avoid
growth and the unknown
6. Abundance Will Come when it can – but if you are holding onto
anything a way of life, a relationship that’s over, or trying to ‘make
an outcome happen’ your crown shuts and when your crown shuts
your 9th chakra shuts, when your 9th chakra shuts you stop receiving
new energy from your higher self and it is the energy from your
higher self that brings the next steps for your incarnation – so don’t
hold on – let go
We hope this book has been empowering for you – remember you are in
charge and you do not need to be psychic or clairvoyant in order for any of
these situations to affect you
Clearing Energy is not my favourite task what I love to do is help you to
hear your higher self and feel supported to be all that you came here to be

– if you would like to find out more about the work that we do please visit
my website at www.sheelaghmaria.com/workwithme
Above all ENJOY being who you are and your empathic gifts will blossom
Much love
Sheelagh and the tam

